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Why introduce a wave model?Why introduce a wave model?

We are interested in the waves.We are interested in the waves.
Improved forecast/description of the Improved forecast/description of the 
waves.waves.

Waves influence the atmosphere and Waves influence the atmosphere and 
thus the RCM simulation.thus the RCM simulation.

Improved description of the atmosphere Improved description of the atmosphere 
as well as airas well as air--sea exchange.sea exchange.



Two very different wave regimes:Two very different wave regimes:

Growing waves (rough sea, slower Growing waves (rough sea, slower 
waves).waves).

Decaying waves (swell, faster waves).Decaying waves (swell, faster waves).

Wind sea – slower waves Swell – faster waves
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These situations These situations 
influences the influences the 
atmosphere atmosphere 
differentlydifferently



Growing waves, twoGrowing waves, two--way coupling:way coupling:
Evolution of synoptic scale systems.Evolution of synoptic scale systems.

Improved forecast scores in the ECMWFImproved forecast scores in the ECMWF--
system (Jansen et al)system (Jansen et al)
Improvement using a coupled system is Improvement using a coupled system is 
larger for the waves than for the atmospheric larger for the waves than for the atmospheric 
parameters.parameters.

Evolution of Polar lows:Evolution of Polar lows:
More intense polar lowsMore intense polar lows
Improved mean sea level pressure when Improved mean sea level pressure when 
including the wave model.including the wave model.

Sea state dependent heat and humidity Sea state dependent heat and humidity 
fluxes (scalars?).fluxes (scalars?).



ECMWF scores, atmosphereECMWF scores, atmosphere

From Jansen et al (2001)



ECMWF scores, wavesECMWF scores, waves

From Jansen et al (2001)



Evolution of a hurricane, ECMWFEvolution of a hurricane, ECMWF

From Jansen et al (2007)



Evolution of a hurricane, ECMWFEvolution of a hurricane, ECMWF

From Jansen et al (2007)



Evolution of synoptic scale systems.Evolution of synoptic scale systems.
Evolution of Polar lows.Evolution of Polar lows.

More intense polar lowsMore intense polar lows

Decaying waves (swell, faster waves).Decaying waves (swell, faster waves).

Polar lowsPolar lows

From Kolzow and Saetre (2007)



ImportantImportant

Impact of waves (improvement when Impact of waves (improvement when 
including the waves). Larger the higher including the waves). Larger the higher 
resolution we have. Of special interest for resolution we have. Of special interest for 
higher resulution RCM.higher resulution RCM.

Impact on extreme events significant Impact on extreme events significant ––
impact of overall scores limited.impact of overall scores limited.



Swell waves new effects:Swell waves new effects:
Decaying waves (swell, faster waves). Decaying waves (swell, faster waves). 
Strongly influences the atmosphere.Strongly influences the atmosphere.

Lower drag Lower drag –– less mixing.less mixing.
Wind gradient changed.Wind gradient changed.
Structure of turbulence changed.Structure of turbulence changed.

IPCC indicates that swell waves IPCC indicates that swell waves 
increases in a changes climate.increases in a changes climate.



NonNon--dimensional wind gradientdimensional wind gradient

Negative wind Negative wind 
gradient at 10 m gradient at 10 m 
indicate a low level indicate a low level 
wind maxima.wind maxima.
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Momentum flux near lower boundary,Momentum flux near lower boundary,
uu´́ww´́/u/u**
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-- α = const
-. α = f(cp/u*)

Swell

From data

Growing/mixed sea



Increase in swell waves since Increase in swell waves since 
1950:1950:

Figure 3.25



met.no

WAM WAM –– a wave spectral modela wave spectral model
-- The sea state is described by a 2D wave energy The sea state is described by a 2D wave energy 

spectrum (spectrum (25 frequencies  vs 24 direction bins25 frequencies  vs 24 direction bins) by ) by 
solving the solving the spectral energyspectral energy--balance equationbalance equation::

F(f,F(f,θθ,,φφ,,λλ) = S) = Sinin + S+ Snlnl + S+ Sdd

-- First order up wind finite difference schemeFirst order up wind finite difference scheme

-- Global or regionalGlobal or regional

-- Forced by 10 m wind fieldForced by 10 m wind field

-- Deep or shallow watersDeep or shallow waters



WAM WAM –– model outputmodel output
2D spectra at each (chosen) grid point2D spectra at each (chosen) grid point

models models -- WAMWAM

24 direction bins24 direction bins

25 freq. (log)25 freq. (log)



models models –– WAM and RCAWAM and RCA
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Preliminary swell results RCA-WAM

• increased wind speed
• reduced surface friction
• reduced boundary layer height



Other RCMOther RCM--wave coupled projects:wave coupled projects:
FMI: HIRLAMFMI: HIRLAM--WAMWAM

Improved surface windsImproved surface winds
Improved wave forecastImproved wave forecast

Met.no: HIRLAMMet.no: HIRLAM--WAMWAM
Polar lowsPolar lows

RCARCA--WAMWAM--RCORCO



Conclude:Conclude:
Growing sea effect:Growing sea effect:

Well documented improvement in twoWell documented improvement in two--way way 
coupled systems, especially for relatively coupled systems, especially for relatively 
high resolution.high resolution.

Swell effectSwell effect
New theories should be included in coupled New theories should be included in coupled 
systems, have the potential impact on systems, have the potential impact on 
atmospheric mixing and secondary atmospheric mixing and secondary 
parameters as well as airparameters as well as air--sea exchange.sea exchange.



ÖÖstergarnsholm swell influences stergarnsholm swell influences -- resultsresults
Variable Variable roughness lenghtroughness lenght (z(z00) and  sea drag (drag ) and  sea drag (drag 
coeficient Ccoeficient CDD) as a function of wave age (Jansen 1989, ) as a function of wave age (Jansen 1989, 
1991), under swell conditions (Lars1991), under swell conditions (Larséén 2004)n 2004)


